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Abstract. The evolution of precipitates in stressed solids is modeled by coupling a
quasi-steady diffusion equation and a linear elasticity equation with dynamic bound-
ary conditions. The governing equations are solved numerically using a boundary
integral method (BIM). A critical step in applying BIM is to develop fast algorithms to
reduce the arithmetic operation count of matrix-vector multiplications. In this paper,
we develop a fast adaptive treecode algorithm for the diffusion and elasticity problems
in two dimensions (2D). We present a novel source dividing strategy to parallelize the
treecode. Numerical results show that the speedup factor is nearly perfect up to a
moderate number of processors. This approach of parallelization can be readily imple-
mented in other treecodes using either uniform or non-uniform point distribution. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the treecode by computing the long-time evolution of
a complicated microstructure in elastic media, which would be extremely difficult with
a direct summation method due to CPU time constraint. The treecode speeds up com-
putations dramatically while fulfilling the stringent precision requirement dictated by
the spectrally accurate BIM.

AMS subject classifications: 65D30, 65N35, 74B05
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1 Introduction

Crystal growth problem is of primary interest in different fields of science and technol-
ogy. One example is the production of binary alloys via solid-solid phase transforma-
tions. The second/precipitate phase emerges from the mother/matrix phase by lowering
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the temperature and it then grows by diffusion. The morphological evolution of these
precipitates raises keen interest in the materials science community, as these microstruc-
tures actually control the macroscopic behavior (e.g. mechanical strength) through their
interactions (e.g. elasticity) with the surrounding matrix phase.

Computational approaches to this problem include phase field methods and bound-
ary integral methods (BIM) among many others [5, 6, 18, 19, 24, 30, 32]. We will use a
boundary integral method to solve the field equations and to track the motion of the
interface between the matrix and the precipitate. The main advantage of the BIM is its
high accuracy, dimension reduction, and exact treatment of the boundary conditions.
Compared with phase field methods, it is not straightforward for BIM to handle phe-
nomena like precipitate merge or splitting. For the problem studied here, we assume
topology change does not occur. A review article on boundary integral methods in fluids
and materials can be found in [14]. In a boundary integral method, an iterative method
(e.g. GMRES) is often used to solve the dense and asymmetric linear systems for the
discretized integral equations. In GMRES, to compute the matrix-vector multiplication,
a direct summation method requires O(N2) operations, where N is the dimension of the
linear system or the number of computational points on the interface. The long time
computation is prohibitively expensive for precipitates with complicated morphology,
as a large N is necessary to resolve the interface. In practice, a fast summation method
is used to reduce the computation cost from O(N2) to O(N) or O(N logN). Examples
include the fast multipole method (FMM) [8, 12] and the treecode method [2, 21].

For our proposed problem, Akaiwa and Meiron studied the diffusional effects with-
out elasticity using FMM [1]. Thornton et al. [31] performed a computational study of an
anisotropic homogeneous problem. In their work, they used the fast multipole method to
evaluate the boundary integrals. Jou, Leo, and Lowengrub [15] investigated an isotropic
and inhomogeneous problem without fast summation methods. Note that the inhomo-
geneity requires solution of dipole strength to be used in the boundary integrals. In this
paper, we dramatically improve the original methods in [15] by incorporating a time
rescaling scheme [3, 20] and a parallel treecode algorithm. The detailed study of the
rescaling scheme for this problem has been published in [3]. Here, we focus on the devel-
opment of the treecode. In particular, we derive recurrence relations in Subsection 3.2 for
various kernels used in our integral equations. We also perform the error analysis associ-
ated with the treecode approximation. Moreover, using a novel source dividing strategy,
we develop an adaptive parallel treecode algorithm in Subsection 3.4. This approach
of parallelization can be readily implemented in other treecodes with either uniform or
non-uniform point distribution.

The fundamental idea of a treecode is a divide-and-conquer strategy. The Barnes-Hut
treecode divides the space evenly into four children in the two-dimensional space [2],
and then approximates a cluster of points by a single point at the cluster center with that
point carrying all the weights of points in the cluster. Later, this idea is implemented
for various kernels [9, 21]. When the size of a cluster is small compared to the distance
between a point and the cluster, the treecode approximates point-cluster interactions us-
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ing Taylor expansions. Using similar ideas, cluster-cluster interactions through Taylor
approximations can also be implemented. In the original form [2], only particle-cluster
interactions are employed, resulting in a treecode with time complexity of O(NlogN). In
this paper, we implement point-cluster interactions, derive recurrence relations between
the Taylor coefficients of the kernel functions for our problem, and perform the relevant
error analysis.

Even with a fast summation method, CPU time constraint can still be an issue for
simulating precipitates with complicated morphologies. Among many ways to speed up
the treecode, we focus on parallelization because it has the potential to yield significant
speedup with a large number of processors. Though we focus on the treecode, we note
that several parallel versions of FMM have been developed [11, 16, 25, 35, 36]. One of the
pioneering works in treecode parallelization can be found in [33]. Their work is based
on spatial decomposition using the Morton order and hashed oct-tree (HOT). Later, a
parallel treecode is developed for 3D Ewald summation in molecular dynamics using
a modified spatial decomposition method [22]. They showed a linear speedup with at
least 64 processors. A more recent progress in treecode parallelization is presented in
[34], in which they reported an ideal weak scaling with 16 thousand processors, and an
acceptable weak scaling efficiency with 290 thousand processors, if load is balanced a
priori.

Most of the previous works present a generic strategy that would work for many dif-
ferent applications of fast summation methods. When implementing parallelization of
our treecode, we focus on the boundary integral method applied to the physical prob-
lem. We test its performance using the strong scaling law since it is more relevant for our
problem. In applications of boundary integral methods, a high accuracy is often required,
which in turn demands a high accuracy from the treecode approximation (e.g. the error
tolerance ǫ ≤ 10−8). Our strategy of parallelization is tailored towards such a treecode
with potential to be extended to other parallel treecodes. Specifically, using a novel source
diving strategy, we make the programming simple and achieve good speedup for practi-
cal purposes. Compared with the traditional target dividing method, our method shows
better scalability.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the physical problem. In
Section 3, we develop a treecode. In Section 4, we present numerical results and conclu-
sions.

2 Formulation

2.1 Governing equations

We study microstructural evolutions in 2D numerically. The two-dimensional space is
divided into two regions, ΩM for the matrix phase extending to infinity and ΩP for the
precipitate phase consisting of p disjoint precipitates ΩP

i , i=1··· ,p. We denote the bound-
ary of the ith precipitate by Γi, i=1,··· ,p, and the union of all individual boundaries by
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a two-phase domain showing one precipitate.

Γ. A schematic showing one precipitate is given in Fig. 1.
Let U be the concentration of the diffusing species in the matrix phase. Under a

quasi-static assumption, U satisfies the Laplace’s equation ∇2U=0 in ΩM⊂R2 subject to
U=κ+ZGel on Γ=∪n

i=1Γi, where κ is the mean curvature, Gel is the elastic energy density
[15], and Z characterizes the relative contribution of elasticity and surface energies. The
far-field condition is taken to be

lim
R∞→∞

∫

Γ∞

(−∇U ·n)ds=2π J, (2.1)

where s is arclength and 2π J is mass flux. Once the concentration U is obtained by solving
the Laplace equation, the velocity of the interface can be computed by taking normal
derivative of the concentration, Vi=

∂U
∂n on Γi.

Note that to solve the diffusion problem, the boundary condition requires a solution
to the two phase elasticity problem for the domain ΩM and ΩP. Assuming there is no
body force, the elasticity problem is given by σ

χ
ij,j=0 in Ωχ, uP

i =uM
i on Γ, σP

ij n̂j=σM
ij n̂j on Γ,

subject to the boundary condition at infinity limr→∞ ǫM
ij = ǫ0

ij, where ǫij and σij are the

strains and stresses, and where χ can be either matrix or precipitate [15].
After the elasticity equations are solved, we compute the elastic energy density

Gel=
1

2
σP

ij (ǫ
P
ij−ǫT

ij)−
1

2
σM

ij ǫM
ij +σM

ij (ǫ
M
ij −ǫP

ij), (2.2)

which appears in the boundary condition for the diffusion equation. In the formula for
Gel, ǫT

ij is the misfit strain of the precipitate. In this work, we focus our study on the

applied strain.

2.2 Discretizations

In this subsection, we describe a boundary integral method to simulate the dynamics
of the precipitates. Following [15], we use the complex variable notation z= x1+ix2 to
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denote points on the interface. The fundamental solutions for the elasticity equations are
given by the Kelvin solution in terms of the displacement and traction,

Ujk(z,z
′
)=

1

8πµ(1−ν)

[
(3−4ν)ln

(
1

r

)
δjk+r,j′ r,k′

]
, (2.3)

Tjk(z,z
′
)=

−1

4π(1−ν)r

[
∂r

∂n
′

(
(1−2ν)δjk+2r,j

′ r,k
′

)
+(1−2ν)(n

′
jr,k

′ −n
′
kr,j

′ )

]
, (2.4)

where r= |z′−z|, r,k
′ = ∂r

∂x
′
k

and n
′
k is the kth component of the normal at point z

′
.

Using the fundamental solutions, we write the solution to the elasticity problem as a
set of boundary integral equations. For the ith precipitate, it reads

1

2
uP

j +
∫

Γi

uP
k TP

jk ds
′−

∫

Γi

tP
k UP

jkds
′
=

∫

Γi

tT
k UP

jkds
′
, j=1,2, (2.5)

where uP
j is the displacement vector and tP

j is the traction vector. The quantity tT
j =σT

jknk

on the right hand side is a given traction due to the misfit strain [15].

Similarly, the boundary integral equation (with uM
j and tM

j as unknowns) for the ma-

trix phase is

1

2
uM

j −
∫

Γ
uM

k TM
jk ds

′
+
∫

Γ
tM
k UM

jk ds
′
=

1

2
u0

j −
∫

Γ
u0

kTM
jk ds

′
+
∫

Γ
t0
kUM

jk ds
′
, (2.6)

where u0
k is the kth component of the displacement due to an applied stress and t0

k is the
corresponding traction. Note that in Eq. (2.6), the integration is over the entire interface,
while the integration in Eq. (2.5) is only over the interface Γi.

Since the traction and the displacement are continuous across the interface, uP
j = uM

j

and tP
j = tM

j on Γ, we drop the superscripts and simply write these quantities as uj and tj

respectively. Then Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) become

1

2
uj+

∫

Γi

ukTP
jk ds

′−
∫

Γi

tkUP
jkds

′
=

∫

Γi

tT
k Ujk ds

′
, (2.7)

1

2
uj−

∫

Γ
ukTM

jk ds
′
+
∫

Γ
tkUM

jk ds
′
=

1

2
u0

j −
∫

Γ
u0

kTM
jk ds

′
+
∫

Γ
t0
kUM

jk ds
′
. (2.8)

These 2p+2 integrals equations, where p is the number precipitates, must be solved to
obtain u1,u2,t1, and t2. To solve these equations numerically, we discretize the integrals
using a spectrally accurate alternating point quadrature [15,28], and use a preconditioned
GMRES method [15, 26] for solving the discretized equations.

The boundary integral equation for the exterior diffusion problem, in terms of an un-
known dipole density potential function φ on Γ and unknown p source terms A1,A2,··· ,Ap,
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is given by the following set of equations [10, 23]

(
−1

2
I+K

)
[φ]+

p

∑
i=1

Ai log|z(s)−Si|=κ+ZGel, (2.9)

p

∑
i=1

Ai= J, (2.10)

∫

Γi(t)
φ(s

′
)ds

′
=0, i=1,··· ,p−1, (2.11)

where Si=xs
1i+ixs

2i is a point inside the closed interface Γi. I is the identity operator and
K is the integral operator defined by

K[φ](s)=
1

2π

∫

Γ(t)
φ(s

′
)

[
∂

∂n(s′)
log

∣∣∣z(s′ )−z(s)
∣∣∣+1

]
ds

′
. (2.12)

We discretize Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) in a similar fashion to the elasticity problem, and solve
the discretized system for φ and Ak with a preconditioned GMRES method. Once the
diffusion problem is solved, we compute the normal velocity Vi of the interface Γi using
the Dirichlet-Neumann map,

Vi(s)=
1

2π

∫

Γ
φ,s

′
∂

∂s
log

∣∣∣z(s′)−z(s)
∣∣∣ds

′

+
p

∑
k=1

Ak
(x1(s)−xs

1k)x2,s−(x2(s)−xs
2k)x1,s

(x1(s)−xs
1k)

2+(x2(s)−xs
2k)

2
, (2.13)

where xj,s =
∂xj(s)

∂s , j=1,2.
To make our presentation of the parallel treecode more precise, we describe the nu-

merical integration of an integral in Eq. (2.7),

∫

Γi

u1TP
11ds

′
. (2.14)

Using an alternating point quadrature, the discretization of the integral (2.14) yields the
two sums at the computational point zl ,

∫

Γ1

u1TP
11ds

′ ≈





M

∑
m=1

TP
11(zl ,z2m−1)w2m−1, if l is even,

M

∑
m=1

TP
11(zl ,z2m)w2m, if l is odd,

(2.15)

where wj is the weight u1(zj)ds′ and we assume there are N=2M computational points
on the interface Γi. In the GMRES solver, these two sums are evaluated with a fast adap-
tive treecode.
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3 The treecode and its parallelization

In this section, we present a treecode for evaluating the boundary integrals in Eqs. (2.7),
(2.8), and (2.12). In Subsection 3.1, we present an outline of the treecode. In Subsection
3.2, we derive recurrence relations between the Taylor coefficients for all kernel functions
in this problem. We then perform an error analysis of the Taylor approximations. In
Subsection 3.3, we provide a description of the algorithm. In Subsection 3.4, we show a
new way of parallelizing the algorithm.

3.1 Outline

In a treecode, the space of computational points is first divided hierarchically to form a
tree. In general, the points making contributions (called source points) and the points
receiving the contributions (called target points) do not have to be the same set of points.
Fig. 2 shows a schematic of a tree structure with 4 levels in 2D, where each node repre-
sents a cluster of points. In this work, we use node and cluster interchangeably. A parent
node contains all the points in its child nodes. When the distance between a target point
and a cluster of source points is large relative to the radius of the cluster, the interaction
between the target and the cluster is evaluated with a Taylor approximation. We write
x=(x1,x2), or in complex variable notation z=x1+ix2. Let c={xi,i=1,··· ,Nc} be a cluster
of Nc source points centered at xc and wi be their corresponding weights. For a kernel
function Φ(x), the interaction between a distant target point x and the cluster c of source
points xi is

Nc

∑
i=1

Φ(x−xi)wi. (3.1)

(a) (b)

Figure 2: A schematic of the physical tree and the logic tree with depth 4. The tree is formed adaptively to
reflect non-uniform distribution of computational points, and each node in the logic tree (b) corresponds to a
rectangle in the physical tree (a).
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Expanding the kernel in a Taylor series about x−xc, we obtain

Nc

∑
i=1

Φ(x−xi)wi=
Nc

∑
i=1

Φ(x−xc+xc−xi)wi

=
Nc

∑
i=1

∑
k

1

k!
DkΦ(x−xc)(xc−xi)

kwi

=∑
k

bk(x−xc)mk(c), (3.2)

where k=(k1,k2) is the 2D multi-index, Dk is the k-th differentiation operator,

bk(x−xc)=
1

k!
DkΦ(x−xc) (3.3)

is the k-th Taylor coefficient, and

mk(c)=
Nc

∑
i=1

(xc−xi)
kwi (3.4)

is the kth moment of the cluster c about the center xc. We retain the terms of order |k|<q
in the infinite series in Eq. (3.2) and get a q-th order point-cluster approximation

Nc

∑
i=1

Φ(x−xi)wi≈ ∑
|k|<q

bk(x−xc)mk(c). (3.5)

We show in Subsection 3.2 that the error in the approximation Eq. (3.5) is O(hq), where
h shown in Fig. 3 is the ratio of the cluster radius r to the distance R between the target
point and the cluster center,

h=
r

R
=

max{|xc−xi|, i=1,··· ,Nc}
|x−xc |

. (3.6)

target x

xc

xi

R
r

cluster c

Figure 3: Interaction between a point and a distant cluster is evaluated with a q-th order Taylor approximation
when h= r/R is small, and the error behaves like O(hq) as q→∞.
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Cluster moments mk(c) in Eq. (3.4) are independent of the target point x, and the
Taylor coefficients bk(x−xc) in Eq. (3.3) are independent of the source points xi in the
cluster. Once a cluster moment is computed, it is stored and used repeatedly for com-
puting other target point-cluster interactions. These are the main ideas which a treecode
uses to reduce the cost of the N-body problem.

3.2 Recurrence relations for Taylor coefficients and error analysis

When evaluating the point-cluster approximation Eq. (3.5), one needs the Taylor coeffi-
cients {bk} of the kernel functions. We next derive a recurrence relation such that the
higher-order Taylor coefficients can be computed from the lower-order ones.

All the kernel functions in Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.12) for the elasticity and diffusion
problems are combinations of the following functions

log r,
xi

r2
,

xixj

r2
,

xi

r2

xixj

r2
, i, j=1,2, (3.7)

where r2= x2
1+x2

2. Note that the log r kernel can be converted to be a combination of the
latter three kernels in Eq. (3.7) through integration by parts [15].

If bk(x) is the kth Taylor coefficient of a kernel function Φ(x), then the kth Taylor
coefficients ak(x) of its gradient ∇Φ(x) are

ak(x)=
2

∑
i=1

(ki+1)bk+ei
ei, (3.8)

where ei is the ith Cartesian basis vector. We use this relation to simplify computations
of Taylor coefficients. One can verify that all kernels in expression (3.7) are related to the
following two kernel functions

φ= log r and ψ=
x2

1

r2
(3.9)

as follows

log r=φ, (3.10)
( x1

r2
,
x2

r2

)
=∇φ, (3.11)

(
x2

1

r2
,∂x1

x1x2

r2
,
x2

2

r2

)
=(ψ, ∂x2(φ+ψ), 1−ψ), (3.12)

(
x3

1

r4
,
x2

1x2

r4
,
x1x2

2

r4
,
x3

2

r4

)
=(∂x1

(φ−ψ/2), ∂x2(−ψ/2), ∂x1
(ψ/2), ∂x2 (φ+ψ/2)). (3.13)

We note that in Eq. (3.12) the second component reads ∂x1

x1x2

r2 = ∂x2(φ+ψ), meaning that
we use Eq. (3.8) to get Taylor coefficients of the function ∂x1

x1x2

r2 from those of (φ+ψ), and
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then use Eq. (3.8) backwards to get the Taylor coefficients of the function x1x2

r2 . With the
help of Eqs. (3.10)-(3.13) and (3.8), we derive the recurrence relations between the Taylor
coefficients for φ and ψ.

The kernel φ= log r satisfies the equation

r2Dx1
φ−x1=0. (3.14)

We apply Dk1−1
x1

to Eq. (3.14) and use the product rule of differentiation to obtain

r2Dk1
x1

φ+2(k1−1)x1Dk1−1
x1

φ+(k1−1)(k1−2)Dk1−2
x1

φ=0. (3.15)

Applying Dk2
x2

to the above equation and using the definition of bk we get

k1r2bk+2k1

2

∑
i=1

xibk−ei
−2x1bk−e1

+k1

2

∑
i=1

bk−2ei
−2bk−2e1

=0. (3.16)

This is a recurrence relation for computing the Taylor coefficients of the kernel φ= log r.
The relation involves three consecutive orders of derivatives. If ki < 0 for either i in k=
(k1,k2), let bk =0. Similarly, we derive a recurrence relation for the Taylor coefficients bk

of the kernel ψ=
x2

1

r2 ,

r2bk+2
2

∑
i=1

xibk−ei
+

2

∑
i=1

bk−2ei
=0. (3.17)

We note that since all kernel functions in Eq. (3.7) are either harmonic or bi-harmonic
functions, it is possible to derive a fast multipole method. While a q-th order Taylor
expansion is of complexity O(q2), a q-th order multipole expansion is only O(q). In this
sense, an FMM reduces the dimension of the expansions from two to one, and this effect
will be studied in a future work.

We next analyze the error in the q-th order Taylor approximation (3.5) and rewrite,

Nc

∑
i=1

Φ(x−xi)wi≈ ∑
|k|<q

bk(x−xc)mk(c). (3.18)

When the kernel function Φ is log r, it is shown in [12] that the q-th order Taylor approx-
imation (3.18) incurs an error of O(hq), where h = r/R is defined in Eq. (3.6). While it
is possible to perform error analysis of the Taylor approximation (3.18) when the kernel

function Φ is ψ=
x2

1

r2 by studying the recurrence relation (3.16), it would be cumbersome.
Instead, following [12], we use complex analysis [7] to perform an error estimate of the

Taylor approximation (3.18) for ψ=
x2

1

r2 .

Being a bi-harmonic function, ψ=
x2

1

r2 can be written as the real or imaginary part of
z̃ f (z)+g(z), where both f (z) and g(z) are complex analytic functions. Letting z=x1+ix2,
we write

ψ=
x2

1

r2
=

1

2
Re

(
1+

z̃

z

)
.
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The formal power series

ψ(z−zi)=
1

2
Re

(
1+

z̃− z̃i

z−zi

)
=

1

2
+Re

(
z̃

z
− z̃i

z

)
∞

∑
k=0

zk
i

zk

converges if |zi|< |z|. We truncate this series to obtain

ψ(z−zi)≈
1

2
+Re

(
z̃

z
− z̃i

z

)
∑
k<q

zk
i

zk
, (3.19)

and clearly the error incurred by this truncation is O
(∣∣ zi

z

∣∣q). One can check that the
approximation in Eq. (3.19) is the same as that in Eq. (3.18) when the kernel function Φ

is ψ=
x2

1

r2 , assuming the weight wi in Eq. (3.18) to be 1 and the cluster center xc to be the
origin. We conclude that error in the Taylor approximation (3.18) for the cluster c is

O(hq|m0(c)|), (3.20)

where the zeroth moment m0(c) is simply the total weight of the points in c.

3.3 Description of algorithm

The treecode forms the tree by dividing the space of computational points into rectan-
gular panels (clusters) successively, and each panel stores its x and y boundaries. The
division process is adaptive in three aspects. First, it may divide a parent cluster into
either two or four child clusters. If the aspect ratio is larger than

√
2, it only divides the

parent cluster into two child clusters with division happening at the middle in the longer
direction. Otherwise, four child clusters are formed by dividing at the center in both di-
rections. The second aspect of the adaptivity is that the subdivision of space stops when
a cluster contains a number points less than a preset threshold N0. It has been observed
that a full subdivision of the space of computational points, which results in a tree with
more levels, may slow down the algorithm. Third, once a cluster is divided, the child
clusters (panels) are shrunk to the smallest rectangle that contains all the points. Shrink-
ing to the smallest rectangle improves the accuracy of error estimates. After the panel is
shrunk, the cluster center and the total weights of points in the cluster are computed and
stored. The center will be used to evaluate the moments of the points within the cluster,
and the weights will be used to estimate the error in the Taylor approximation (3.5).

With a user-prescribed error tolerance ǫ, each target point x interacts with the tree,
starting from the root cluster. The following is the recursive divide-and-conquer process.
For a certain cluster c, the algorithm uses the error criterion to check whether the interac-
tion between x and c can be evaluated with a q-th order Taylor approximation. If yes, the
algorithm compares the CPU time needed for a q-th order approximation method and
a direction summation method, and then chooses the faster one. Stand-alone tests are
performed to estimate the CPU time for a q-th order Taylor approximation, and the CPU
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time for direct summations. Before a q-th order Taylor approximation can be done, the
algorithm may need to compute the q-th moment of c if it is not available, and flag it as
available so it may be used by other target points. If no, there may be two cases. First,
the cluster c has chd cnt child clusters, then x interacts with each child cluster but uses
ǫ/chd cnt as the error tolerance. Second, c is a leaf and hence does not have child clusters,
then x interacts with c through direct summations.

Algorithm 3.1: The treecode

program main
construct tree
for i=1 : N do

compute interaction(xi, root, ǫ)
end for

subroutine compute interaction(x,c,ǫ)
if particle-cluster interaction b/w x and cluster c incurs error (r/R)q

<ǫ then

use q-th order Taylor approximation
else

if c is a leaf then
use direct summation

else

for each child of c (# children of c: chd cnt) do
call compute interaction(x, child, ǫ/chd cnt)

end for

end if

end if

To summarize, several tuning parameters are used to control the accuracy and the
efficiency of the treecode. First, when the root cluster is divided into hierarchical levels
of clusters, it may not be optimal to reach the lowest level where every leaf only has
one point. Instead, the treecode sets a parameter N0 so that any cluster containing less
than N0 points is not divided further. Second, the treecode uses varying order Taylor
approximations. Computing and storing a large number of Taylor coefficients can add
an overhead slowing the algorithm. A maximum allowable order of expansion Qmax

is set in the treecode. Whether an expansion of order Q≤ Qmax or a direct summation
should be used depends on which is faster. Third, a rigorous error control is available for
the treecode. The code takes a tolerance ǫ as an input parameter such that the absolute
error is bounded by ǫ.

3.4 Parallelization of the treecode

In this subsection, we describe treecode parallelization. We focus on Message Passing
Interface (MPI) and do not discuss OpenMP or GPU or any hybrid implementations. In
the original Barnes-Hut treecode [2], only first order Taylor approximations are used for
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point-cluster interactions. For such a treecode, the force evaluation part (with the orig-
inal astrophysics applications in mind) takes over 90% of the total CPU time [29]. The
remaining CPU time is devoted to the other parts (e.g. constructing the tree, computing
center-of-mass, updating point locations for each time step, etc.). Parallelization of the
Barnes-Hut treecode is relatively simple in that only the force evaluation part needs to
be parallelized since it consumes most of the CPU time [29]. However, the Barnes-Hut
treecode is inadequate in our study since accuracies in the order of 10−8 or higher are
required for our long-time simulations. Therefore, a treecode employing higher order
Taylor approximations is necessary. For such a treecode, moment computation takes a
significant portion of the CPU time. To implement parallelization with good scalability,
both moment computation and force evaluation need to be parallelized, which is chal-
lenging since the two parts have to be parallelized in a coherent way.

A natural strategy to parallelize a treecode is to divide the target points among the
processors. Each processor forms a tree with all source points either alone or through col-
laboration between processors. Then the processor computes contributions from these
source points on the target points assigned to it. Once this evaluation is complete, the
processor communicates the results to other processors through broadcast or collective
communication. We call this the target dividing strategy. To optimize this parallelization,
data locality is desired. Namely, all the target points assigned to a processor should be
as clustered as possible. This is because two target points nearby will see similar traverse
orders through the tree during the divide-and-conquer process in the treecode. Hence,
when the treecode works on two target points nearby, it is likely to use the same sets of
moments. Thus, a processor needs less amount of information from other processors if
target points assigned to it are more clustered. However, this conceptually simple strat-
egy is not straightforward to implement, because large amount of data communication
between processors will occur. To the best of our knowledge, this is the strategy used in
previous parallelizations of the treecode.

Instead of the target dividing strategy, we propose a contra-intuitive method in which
the source points are divided among the processors. Each processor forms its own tree
out of the source points assigned to it, and computes contributions from these source
points on all the target points. Once this evaluation is complete, the processor commu-
nicates the results to the head processor. The head processor adds up the contributions
on each target from all sources, and broadcasts the results to other processors. We call
this the source dividing strategy. Similar to the target dividing strategy, data locality is also
desired for the source dividing strategy. This is because with a panel consisting of points
that are more clustered, Taylor approximations of the point-cluster interaction between a
target point and this cluster converge faster. With this new approach, there is no commu-
nication between processors when each processor forms its own tree, and then computes
interactions between the tree and all the target points. This strategy has its own shortage
as discussed in Section 4, but the downside is overweighed by the advantage it brings.

In Fig. 4, we illustrate workload division using sixteen processors. We assume the
general setting that the target points and the source points are different sets, which is con-
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X Y

S

Figure 4: In the target dividing strategy, each processor is assigned the target points in a subregion (using
sixteen processors for illustration). While in the source dividing strategy, each processor is assigned the source
points in a subregion.

sistent with the alternating point quadrature rule used in this paper. In a target dividing
strategy, target points in region X and Y are assigned to processors X and Y respectively.
For each target point, the corresponding processor needs to compute contributions from
all source points. In this process, it often occurs that a target point x in X and a target
y in Y need to do point-cluster interactions with source points in region S. To do this,
moments of sources in S about its center are needed and shared between processors X
and Y . Therefore, frequent communications are required for the sharing. Since comput-
ing moments takes a significant amount of the CPU time, for optimal performance the
processors should get a moment from another processor if it is available there rather than
compute the moment themselves. In our source dividing strategy, the source points in
region S are assigned to a processor, say S . Processor S forms a tree consisting of all
source points in S, then it computes the contribution from these source points on all tar-
get points. Communications are minimized, since they only occur at the end when all
processors have finished computing contributions from sources points assigned to them.
In Section 4, we show that our source dividing strategy is more efficient than the target
dividing strategy.

We now discuss data locality and leave the discussion of load balancing to Section 4.
We will examine the speed-up factor of the parallel treecode with both randomly gener-
ated data and real physical data. For random data, since they are uniformly generated in
a square, it is simple to preserve data locality in point division. If P is the number of pro-
cessors, one divides the square evenly into P subregions with best aspect ratio possible,
and assigns the points in each subregion to one processor.

For real physical data, preserving data locality becomes challenging. For example,
we take the points on the interface shown in Fig. 5(a), which is reproduced from Fig. 7(f).
These computational points are not distributed in a rectangular region, but are confined
within a rounded region. We present three ways to partition them and discuss the prop-
erty of preserving data locality for each. We assume the number of processors is sixteen
in the parallel computation.
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(a) Original precipitate interface (b) Division by the natural order
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Figure 5: Division of the computational points on the precipitate interface to sixteen processors. (a) shows the
original interface; (b) shows the division using the natural order; (c) and (d) show the division using the Morton
order with colors and separation respectively; (e) and (f) show the division using the Hilbert curve order with
colors and separation respectively.
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In the first method, each processor is assigned the same number of points sequential
along the interface. The result of this natural order division is shown in Fig. 5(b), where
each disjoint piece is assigned to one processor. This method of natural order does not
yield a good data locality, because the piece of interface allocated to a processor gener-
ally occupy a region that is elongated with a large aspect ratio. In the second method, we
order the points using the Z-order curve (Morton order). Each processor is assigned the
same number of points, consecutive in Morton order [33], as shown in Fig. 5(c) with col-
ors. We separate the parts there in Fig. 5(d) for a better view. The third method is similar
to the second method, but uses a Hilbert curve ordering [27], as shown in Figs. 5(e) and
5(f). To better see the divisions, we bound each region with a rectangle. Unlike division
with the natural order where each processor gets a connected set of points, division us-
ing the Morton order or the Hilbert curve order could form multiple curves. Between the
Morton order and the Hilbert curve order, it is well known that the latter preserves data
locality better [27]. As can be seen from the Morton order division in Fig. 5(c), the regions
labeled 0 and 3 have points poorly clustered, resulting in slower convergence of Taylor
approximations in the treecode. For load balancing, each processor generally will not get
the same number of the ordered computational points. We will explain this in Section 4.

In the original form, the Morton or Hilbert curve ordering algorithm applies to points
with coordinates of integers. We extend this ordering scheme to our computational points
on a curve. First, we bound all the computational points with the smallest square, and
linearly translate this square region to the first quadrant such that two sides of the square
align along the axes. Second, we scale the square together with the computational points
inside to a larger square region while fixing the lower left corner at the origin, such that
any two points are distinguishable after rounding their coordinates to integers. Then, we
round the new coordinates of the computational points to integers. Now, all the points
are associated with grid points of integral coordinates, so they can be ordered in the
Morton order or the Hilbert curve order using the original scheme. Note that we only
use the new integral coordinates of the computational points for the purpose of ordering,
and the original coordinates stay unchanged.

4 Results

4.1 Time complexity of the treecode

All computations and tests in this work are performed on a cluster in which each com-
puting node (to distinguish from nodes in the tree structure, we call this computing node)
has two physical processor units, and each processor unit is an Intel Xeon E5530 (quad-
core) 2.40 GHz QPI with 8MB L2 Cache shared among the four cores. Each computing
node has 24GB RAM shared among the eight cores. The computing nodes communicate
through InfiniBand connections. In this subsection we document the CPU time of the
treecode described in Section 3. To simplify, we use the treecode for the elasticity equa-
tions (2.7) and (2.8). In computations of microstructure evolution in elastic media, the
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elasticity problem is more time-consuming and involved compared with the diffusion
problem, so the elasticity treecode dominates the overall performance of the algorithm.

The treecode is used to compute matrix-vector multiplications in the GMRES solver.
We note that we implement an alternating point quadrature when discretizing the in-
tegrals in Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.12), hence two trees are constructed in each GMRES
iteration, a tree for even sources (in which the odd points are the targets) and a tree for
odd sources (in which even points are targets). For example, if N=256 is the number of
computational points on the interface, there are M=128 points in each tree. The treecode
is tested with both physical data and randomly generated data. In the test, we used N
ranging from 211 to 220, with N doubled successively. Equivalently, M ranges from 210 to
219. In tests using the physical data, for M up to 215, test data is taken from an evolving
interfaces shown in Fig. 7. For M>215, test data is obtained by taking the final interface
morphology shown in Fig. 7 and doubling the number of points successively through in-
terpolations. The reason to execute the treecode for larger numbers of points is because,
when the physical simulation ends as shown in Fig. 7(f) we only have M=215, which is
still relatively small for investigating the asymptotic time complexity of the treecode.

For each M, besides using these physical data, we also tested the treecode with ran-
domly generated data. The random points are uniformly distributed in (−1,1)×(−1,1),
and carry (scalar) weights uniformly distributed in (−1,1). For vector weights like dipoles,
each component of the vector is generated with uniform distribution in (−1,1). The ran-
dom weights are scaled by M before being used for tests.

As explained in Subsection 3.3, there are three user-defined parameters when running
the treecode. The first one is the minimum allowable number of points in a cluster N0.
The second one is the maximum allowable order of Taylor approximation Qmax. The
third one is the error tolerance ǫ. In our tests, we set N0=100, Qmax=16, and ǫ=10−8. In
GMRES, we use the same error tolerance ǫ for the diffusion and the elasticity problems.
As for accuracy, we obtained the running time by averaging over 100 GMRES iterations.
The CPU times are plotted in Fig. 6(a) on a log-log scale. We note that for the same
number of points, the treecode takes almost the same amount of time for the physical
data as that for the random data. This shows that the adaptivity takes care of data non-
uniformity in the physical data nicely.

It is difficult to analyze the time complexity of the treecode presented here. The ex-
ecution time devoted to tree construction is negligible (< 1%). If we assume that the
moments in Eq. (3.4) are available, the theoretical time complexity is O(NlogN). How-
ever, our tests have shown that moment computation takes a considerable percentage of
the CPU time. Different than FMM, which uses an interaction list, the treecode employs
a divide-and-conquer strategy, which will also take CPU time. One benefit of the divide-
and-conquer strategy is that the treecode can control the absolute error. In Fig. 6(a), we
fit the CPU time data of our tests with a straight line using the least square method, and
found the slope to be 1.20. In other words, the treecode developed here shows an asymp-
totic time complexity of O(N1.2). We also performed tests with larger error tolerance,
and found the slope to be 1.15 if the error tolerance is relaxed from ǫ=10−8 to ǫ=10−4,
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Figure 6: In (a) is plotted the average CPU time (in seconds) of one GMRES iteration (one matrix-vector
multiplication) for the elasticity equation on a single processor as a function of the number of points M in the
tree. For reference, the ideal CPU time is also plotted. In (b) is plotted the speedup of the treecode versus the
direct summation as a function of the number of points M in the tree. For both plots, the curves with squares
and circles are CPU times for the physical and random data respectively, and they are indistinguishable, which
shows that the adaptivity of the treecode works well with data non-uniformity.

which is not acceptable in our work as we expect spectral accuracy. In terms of practical
purposes, an O(N1.2) algorithm is still acceptable. When N increases from 103 to 106,
an O(N1.2) algorithm needs 4,000 times more CPU time, while an O(NlogN) algorithm
needs 2,000 times more CPU time.

In Fig. 6(b), we show the speed-up of treecode against direct summation. The error
tolerance of the treecode is 10−8. We note that when M=32,768, the treecode is about 25
times faster than direct summation.

4.2 Evolution of a single precipitate

The boundary integral method described in Section 2.2 is used to simulate the evolution
of a single precipitate in a matrix. To speed up the time evolution, we use a time-rescaling
scheme [4, 20]. The initial interface is a perturbed circle with radius r= 1+0.05(cos6θ+
sin2θ), θ ∈ (0,2π). The flux is J = 10, the elasticity coefficient is Z = 20, and the elastic
constants for the matrix and the precipitate are µP = 0.5, νP = 0.2, µM = 1.0, νM = 0.2.
The computation starts with N = 256 points on the interface. The initial time step is
∆t=5·10−4 . We use the small scale decomposition method in [13] to remove the stiffness
of the evolution equations.

To ensure that the interface is well resolved, we double the number of points when
the iteration number in GMRES exceeds a threshold. In addition, area and centroid of
the precipitate are also monitored as an additional criterion to double the number of
computational points. The GMRES tolerance is set at 10−8 for both the diffusion and
elasticity equations. Two types of filters are used in the computation. The smoothing
filter damps out high modes and control aliasing errors [13]. The cut-off filter is used to
suppress roundoff errors [17]. The filter level is set to be 10−8 for both the smoothing
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Figure 7: Growth of area relative to the growth of arclength is plotted in (a), with labels corresponding to times
shown in (b)-(f). A time sequence of the interface between the precipitate and the matrix is shown in (b)-(f).

filter and the cut-off filter. Every time the number of computational points N is doubled,
the time step ∆t is halved to satisfy the stability constraints. In the time domain, we use
a second order accurate Adams-Bashforth method.

A time sequence of the correspondent interfaces is shown in Fig. 7(b)-(f). In Fig. 7(a),
we also plot the area of the precipitate against the arclength of the interface. It shows
that the area grows non-linearly in relation to the arclength. To ensure accuracy of the
computation, we monitor the scaled precipitate area during the computation. When the
computation ends, the area has six accurate digits. Another indication of accuracy is to
check the two-fold axial symmetry of the evolution for the initial precipitate shape used.
At early times, the morphology appears to be purely diffusional with no preference for
directions. This is a stage in which area grows slowly relative to arclength growth, as
shown by the first segment in Fig. 7(a). At late times, the effect of elasticity becomes
more prominent and results in two changes. Namely, the precipitate starts to align in the
x direction and the y direction due to the applied elastic boundary condition, and the
growth of the precipitate area is faster than that at early times.

4.3 Speedup of the parallel treecode over serial version

For parallel implementation of the treecode, we compare the source dividing strategy and
the target dividing strategy described in Subsection 3.4. We only test the treecodes for
the elasticity problem since they are more time-consuming compared with the diffusion
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problem. We use the physical data shown in Fig. 5(a). We also test the treecodes with
randomly generated data. Note that since an alternating point quadrature is used, the
target points and the source points are distinct sets. In the serial code, there are two trees,
the target and source point sets are one of each other in the two trees. For the purpose
of studying speedup of the parallel treecode, it suffices to parallelize just one of the two
trees. When the simulation of a single precipitate morphology gets to the stage as shown
in Fig. 5(a), it takes about 150 iterations for the GMRES solver to converge if the error
tolerance is 10−8. As before, we measure CPU times by averaging 100 GMRES iterations.
We measure the scaling efficiency of the treecode by strong scaling law, i.e., fixing the
problem size while varying the number of processors.

Between the GMRES iterations in a time step, the locations of the computational
points do not change, only the weights (single layer strength, double layer strength, etc.)
associated with these points change. The significance of this is that once the points are
ordered, the ordering can be used in all GMRES iterations in the same time step. At the
beginning of each time step, the computational points are ordered by the head processor
using one of the three methods as described in Subsection 3.4, and then these points are
assigned to processors evenly. For each of the following GMRES iterations, the head pro-
cessor first weighs the points by the average CPU time that their host processor spends
on them, and then reassign them to processors for the purpose of load balancing.

We next compare the target dividing strategy and the source dividing strategy. For
the target dividing strategy, each processor forms its own tree from all the source points
and computes moments themselves. This makes the two strategies comparable in terms
of programming complexity. In Fig. 8, we plot speedup of the parallel treecode against
the number of processors. The parallel treecode with the source dividing strategy shows
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Figure 8: Speedup of the parallel treecode as a function of the number of processors. The horizontal axis is
the number of processors M, and the vertical axis is the speedup defined as serial code / parallel code in terms
of CPU time. The physical data is used in (a), and the random data is used in (b). In each subfigure, we plot
measurements from parallel treecode using both the target dividing strategy and the source dividing strategy,
and for each strategy, we test all the three methods of division as explained in Subsection 3.4.
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an almost linear speedup for up to sixteen processors, while the parallel treecode with
the source dividing strategy loses linear speedup when the number of processors goes
from six to eight.

We also tested the parallel treecode with source dividing strategy on 32 processors,
but the speedup of the parallel treecode falls to about 25, amounting to a parallelization
efficiency of 78%. We believe the reason is as follows. When the 2D treecode runs parallel
on sixteen processors, each processor essentially contains a subtree enclosing computa-
tional points in a region whose radius is approximately 1/

√
16=1/4 of the radius of the

entire computational domain. With more processors, source points assigned to a proces-
sor will occupy an even smaller space. The result is that during the divide-and-conquer
process, the error tolerance may allow a point-cluster interaction between a target point
and a source cluster consisting of points assigned to different processors, and hence op-
timal performance can not be achieved. For many problems of interest, an almost linear
speedup with sixteen processors is still acceptable. An immediate future project would
be to compare our source dividing strategy to the best existing parallel treecode.
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